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Acid soils are estimated to cover up to 30% of arable soils globally and lead to significant 
limitations on agricultural productivity, primarily through aluminum toxicity. In sorghum 
[Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench], significant genetic variation exists for tolerance to 
phytotoxic species of aluminum; tolerance is conferred through the exudation of citrate at 
the root tip, binding aluminum in the soil rhizosphere. A gene in the multidrug and toxic 
compound extrusion (MATE) family is the primary tolerance locus in sorghum. The 
purpose of this research was to evaluate a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population of 
sorghum segregating for SbMATE to establish potential relationships between the 
SbMATE gene and agronomic performance. The study was conducted in a two-year, two-
location replicated field trial during the 2012 and 2013 crop seasons. Lines were 
subsequently genotyped and screened in the lab for aluminum tolerance. While there was 
an apparent relationship between some agronomic characters and the allele of the gene, 
such as for plant height at maturity, it was shown that there was no discernible 
relationship between yield and the SbMATE locus in a non-stress environment. This 





not a metabolic cost for genetics conferring aluminum tolerance when plants are not 







Soil acidity is one of the primary abiotic constraints to agricultural productivity and has 
been estimated to be a yield-limiting factor in up to 30% of non-ice covered soils globally 
(Von Uexküll & Mutert, 1995). As soil solution pH decreases below 5.5, soils become 
more prone to nutrient deficiencies, have a decreased water holding capacity, may be 
subject to crusting and compaction, and toxic elements such as aluminum and manganese 
become bioavailable (Von Uexküll & Mutert, 1995). Of these effects, the most 
significant effect on plant growth is that of aluminum toxicity (Von Uexküll & Mutert, 
1995). Aluminum is the third most common element on the earth’s surface, but is 
generally bound in aluminosilicates or other chemical complexes under neutral and basic 
soils (Kochian et al., 2004; Rengel, 2004). However, as pH decreases, the complexes 
dissolve, giving rise to free aluminum cations (Al3+), which have drastic effects on plant 
growth and metabolism (Kochian et al., 2004; Kochian et al., 2005). On acid soils, yield 
reduction as a function of aluminum toxicity in maize may be as high as 50-70 % (Krill et 
al., 2009; Hoekenga & Magalhaes, 2011). Given a number of major acid soil-affected 
regions are in the developing world, where food security is already compromised, 
increasing yields and productivity by incorporation of aluminum tolerance is a high 






Al3+ is a highly phytotoxic element, and once taken up into the cell may disrupt cellular 
functions ranging from nutrient uptake to cellular metabolism and lipid stability (Horst, 
1995; Kochian, 1995, Kochian et al., 2004, Kochian et al., 2005). These effects, in turn, 
limit crop yields, root elongation, and plant vigor, increasing susceptibility to other biotic 
and abiotic stresses. Protecting crop productivity on acid soils relies, therefore, either by 
ameliorating the soil conditions giving rise to aluminum toxicity or by increasing crop 
tolerance to the cations. Acid soils can be corrected by balancing the pH through the 
application of lime, in the form of calcium carbonate or other alkaline materials, a 
machinery- and cost-intensive process. After initial treatment to the soil, re-application of 
lime must be repeated every 5-10 years to manage pH and it is not always a feasible 
mechanism of boosting crop yields, particularly in the developing world (Mamo et al.; 
Sumner et al., 1986). Accordingly, research focused on increasing genetic tolerance to 
acid soil and aluminum stress of crops through conventional and molecular approaches is 
desperately needed. 
 
Tolerance to aluminum in crops has been shown to occur generally through the exudation 
of organic acids (OAs) secreted through the root tip or internal detoxification and 
sequestration in aluminum toxic environments. Most tolerant varieties rely on citrate and 
malate as the primary chelating agents for aluminum in the root rhizosphere (Kochian et 
al., 1995, Kochian et al., 2004, Kochian et al., 2005). Genetic diversity for tolerance 
exists in most species, and in Sorghum bicolor, the locus conferring tolerance has been 
identified as SbMATE, a citrate transporter on the terminal end of chromosome 3 





thought to be the result of changes in copy number of multiple inverted transposable 
elements (MITEs) in the promoter region of the gene such that an increased number of 
MITEs increases expression of the genes, and subsequently leads to increased citrate 
exudation (Magalhaes et al., 2007). Exudation of OA such as citrate and malate, however, 
has a high carbon cost in production of the OAs as well as their diversion from other 
crucial processes within the cell, namely in cellular energetics of the citric acid cycle (Liu 
et al., 2012). Preliminary research into the metabolic cost of OA exudation has been 
addressed in some systems such as Arabidopsis, but has not been sufficiently examined in 
crops, and hence there is a need to address tradeoffs between aluminum resistance and 
carbon-use efficiency (Liu et al., 2012).  
 
In this study, a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population of sorghum, developed using 
parents with contrasting aluminum tolerance, was studied to confirm the SbMATE gene 
and the identification of markers for screening for differential MITE copy numbers. 
Furthermore, the agronomic performance of this segregating population was examined in 
a non-stress environment to identify potential relationships between tolerance and yield 







Extent and Impact of Acid Soils 
Soil conditions affect crop productivity in several ways. Texture, microbial activity, 
fertility, and pH all play a significant role in the agricultural productivity of a given 
region. The characteristics of soils may dictate the economic success or failure of a 
within a region. One of the greatest limitations to soil productivity is acidity (Von 
Uexküll and Mutert, 1995; Lynch and St. Clair, 2004). Acid soils are generally 
characterized as those having a solution pH less than 5.5, and they cover an estimated 
30 % of the non-ice covered regions of the earth’s surface and 40-50 % of arable 
lands (Kochian, 2004; Von Uexküll & Mutert, 1995; Maron et al., 2013). These soils 
exist primarily in the tropics and subtropics where soils are highly weathered, regions 
that often coincide with developing nations (Lynch & St. Clair, 2004). More robust 
research is necessary to develop powerful means to combat this significant limitation 
to crop yield (Von Uexküll & Mutert, 1995; Kochian et al., 2004; Hoekenga & 
Magalhaes, 2011). 
 
The problems associated with acid soils are numerous and often interact in complex 
ways, making the problem a multi-faceted constraint to agricultural productivity 
(Marschner, 1991; Von Uexküll & Mutert, 1995; Kochian et al., 2004). Acid soils can 





 toxicities of aluminum and manganese which dissolve into cations as pH drops 
below 5.5; decreased uptake of nutrients (including magnesium, calcium, potassium, 
and phosphorus); decreased water holding capacity, poor texture, and a predisposition 
to compaction and crusting (Marschner, 1991; Von Uexküll & Mutert, 1995).  
 
Amelioration of acid soils is critical in improving productivity on affected lands, but 
the best agroeconomical approaches are not always clear. The predominant means of 
correcting soil pH is the application of lime, which is generally applied as a granular 
substance comprised of high concentrations of magnesium and calcium (Mamo et al.; 
Sumner et al., 1986). However, the economic and practical feasibility of this practice 
is often called into question. For a soil that is at a pH of 5.6, near the threshold for 
what would be considered acidic, the amount of lime required to bring the pH to an 
appropriate level of 6.5 in a silty clay loam can reach application rates of four 
tons/acre or more (Mamo et al.). These high rates of application factor in the limited 
efficiency of the lime, a factor of both the buffering capacity of the soil and the 
material from which the lime is developed, making the process rather wasteful when 
one considers that the producer must re-lime every five to ten years after the initial 
application of the lime (Mamo et al., 2014). Furthermore, it must be considered that a 
number of regions in which acid soils exist are in the developing world, where 
infrastructure and cost prohibit the use of this method (Kochian et al., 2004). These 
concerns are among the rationales used for advancing research on crop tolerance to 





plants to acid soils has been a focus of a number of physiologists, crop scientists, and 
breeders, as discussed below. 
 
Physiological Effects of Aluminum Toxicity 
Of the effects caused by acid soils, aluminum toxicity plays the greatest role in 
limiting crop yields and productivity (Kochian et al., 2005; Hoekenga & Magalhaes, 
2011). Comparing all abiotic stresses to crop growth globally, aluminum toxicity is 
only exceeded by drought in its economic limitations on crop production, and 
aluminum toxicity is the second greatest soil limitation to crop productivity after 
erosion (Hoekenga & Magalhaes, 2011). By some estimates, the reduction in yield for 
maize under aluminum-toxic and acid soils is between 50 and 70 % (Krill et al., 2010; 
Hoekenga and Magalhaes, 2011).  
 
Physiologically, the effects of aluminum on plant growth can be classified by the cell 
processes where aluminum interferes. Kochian et al. (2005) categorized the effects of 
aluminum into various pathways, including cell wall formation and stability as well 
as by interacting with the plasma membrane where aluminum can displace other 
cations and decrease plasma membrane fluidity. In addition, increased production of 
callose at the plasma membrane of cells at the root tip is often one of the first 
exhibited symptoms of aluminum toxicity beyond root growth inhibition and is 
believed to be due to displacement of calcium by aluminum in the apoplasm (Kochian 
et al., 2005). All of these effects affect root growth and elongation, particularly at the 
root apex. Furthermore, other effects can be seen in nutrient uptake, particularly of 





cations is inhibited by the presence and competitive uptake of aluminum in the 
system, where aluminum blocks the ion channels responsible for nutrient uptake, 
leading to deficiencies in key nutrients, compounding problems with yield and vigor 
(Kochian, 1995; Kochian et al., 2005; Marschner, 1991). Aluminum can  affect 
ATPase function as well, leading to a change in hydrogen ion differential across the 
plasma membrane, altering the biochemical energetics of the cell and further 
interfering with nutrient uptake driven by ion gradients (Kochian et al., 2005). 
 
The ultimate structure of the plant is determined by the cell wall and plasma 
membrane. When these structures are compromised, the overall growth and vigor of 
the plant is decreased. Vazquez et al. (1999) demonstrated that aluminum often binds 
in the apoplastic regions of the root, altering cation exchange capacity (CEC) near the 
root tip and displacing Ca2+ necessary for secondary cell wall structure. This 
phenomenon may partially explain why aluminum toxicity is most detrimental to root 
tip elongation (Vazquez et al., 1999; Kochian et al., 2005; Sivaguru et al., 2013). 
Aluminum toxicity within acid soils often induces deficiencies of several nutrients 
through interactions with the channel proteins responsible for nutrient uptake, 
primarily those cations that are of similar charge and size to trivalent aluminum (Al3+) 
such as calcium, magnesium, and potassium. Ammonium uptake is also thought to be 
affected (Kochian et al., 2005). 
 
Furthermore, aluminum toxicity may damage root tissues to a point where even the 





drought (Kochian et al., 2005). A number of studies into the interactions of drought 
and aluminum tolerance are documented in the literature, where it was shown that 
there are overlapping stress responses to these two traits (Trachsel, 2009; Trachsel et 
al., 2010). Experiments in common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) demonstrated that the 
combination of drought and aluminum toxicity had a greater combined reduction in 
root elongation rate than if the two stresses were simply additive. In this trial, it was 
also observed that callose formation declined when both stresses were present, 
indicating another potential interaction response where the authors believe that 
drought may offset some of the injury caused by aluminum toxicity (Yang et al., 
2012). Further research into the interaction, physiology, and definitions of multiple 
abiotic stresses is necessary to develop plausible approaches for researchers to tackle 
the problems through agronomic management and breeding for regions where 
climates have complex environmental stresses. 
 
Mechanisms of Aluminum Tolerance 
 
Aluminum tolerance in plants is generally considered to fall into one of two modes: 
exclusion (also called external tolerance or avoidance) or internal tolerance 
(Hoekenga & Magalhaes, 2011; Kochian, 1995; Kochian et al., 2005). The means by 
which a particular plant confers tolerance is species-specific, and therefore, genetic 
control of the trait differs amongst the various species accordingly. A relatively small 
number of species utilize internal tolerance methods, whereby aluminum cations are 





of the plant. Aluminum is sequestered and detoxified in the vacuoles by various 
ligands such as oxalate, phenolics, and anthocyanins that can chelate the phytotoxic 
species of  aluminum and render it inactive allowing the chelated compound to be 
mobilized to other tissues (i.e. root to shoot) (Kochian et al., 2005; Hoekenga & 
Magalhaes, 2011). Plants utilizing this method have a high capacity for accumulating 
chelated aluminum within tissues and often evolved in regions of highly toxic and 
acidic soils, exhibiting the highest levels of aluminum resistance (Hoekenga & 
Magalhaes, 2011). Notable examples of plants using internal tolerance include tea 
(Camellia sinensis), which uses phenolic compounds to bind aluminum and store it 
long-term in shoot tissues, and hydrangea, which uses phenolics and anthocyanins to 
bind aluminum, leading to inflorescence color differences as a function of local soil 
pH (Hoekenga & Magalhaes, 2011). 
 
Nonetheless, the predominant form of aluminum tolerance in economically important 
species is that of exclusion (Kochian et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2001). Exclusion methods, 
also called avoidance methods, minimize the amount of aluminum taken up by the 
plant, reducing cellular and root apex damage. In general, this task is accomplished 
by adjusting the rhizospheric conditions of the root tip, exuding deprotonated organic 
acids such that the aluminum is chelated in soil solution and therefore no longer toxic 
(Hoekenga & Magalhaes, 2011; Kochian et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2001). The exudation 
of deprotonated organic acids into the soil solution near the root tip may also slightly 






Organic acid transporters are often ubiquitous on a number of cell types in the plant. 
The extent to which a plant can sense acidic and aluminum toxic conditions and 
adjust its exudation rates or number of transporters is often the defining factor in 
achieving tolerance by exclusion (Ma et al., 2001). The types and amount of organic 
acid secretion vary widely both within and among species. In general, malate, citrate, 
and oxalate are the most common of the organic acids found in exudate material (Ma 
et al., 2001; Kochian et al., 2005). The targets of breeding for aluminum tolerance are, 
therefore, to identify lines which exhibit greater exudation rates and are able to 
achieve high productivity on acid soils. 
 
Breeding for Aluminum Tolerance 
Because a wide range of diversity exists for aluminum tolerance in most crop species 
for the degree of organic acid exudation, a number of efforts to identify tolerant 
varieties and associated aluminum tolerance genes have been highly successful. In 
wheat (Triticum aestivum, L.), the TaALT1 locus was identified and verified as a 
malate-extrusion gene conferring tolerance as well as a multidrug and toxin efflux 
(MATE) locus controlling citrate exudation (Ryan et al., 2009). In maize, a 
homologous MATE1 locus was correlated to aluminum tolerance, as was the SbMATE 
locus in sorghum (Magalhaes et al., 2004; Magalhaes et al., 2007; Maron et al., 2013). 
Identification of these primary genes provides the opportunity to increase tolerance 
through marker-assisted selection (MAS) and marker-assisted backcrossing (MABC) 
to enhance breeding efforts. Table 1 gives a summary of several of the two key gene 





tolerance. It has been shown that buckwheat and taro exhibit aluminum tolerance 
through the exudation of oxalate, as opposed to malate or citrate, though the specific 
genes have not been identified (Kochian et al., 2004). 
 
Table 1: Summary of major gene families known to encode for organic acid 
transporters 
Gene Species in which identified Species with associated homologs OA 
TaALMT1 Triticum aestivum (wheat) 
Arabidopsis, Secale cereale (rye), 
Brassica napus, Zea mays (corn) 
malate 
SbMATE Sorghum bicolor 
Arabidopsis, Hordeum vulgare 
(barley), Triticum aestivum 
(wheat), Zea mays (corn), Secale 
cereal (rye), rice, Phaseolus 
vulgaris (common bean) 
citrate 
Adapted and compiled from Delhaize et al. (2012), Kochian et al. (2004), and 
Poschenrieder et al. (2008). 
 
Aluminum tolerance is considered to be primarily controlled by a few causative loci 
in most species, suggesting that both genetic and transgenic approaches provide a 
means for increasing tolerance in those species with less inherent diversity for the 
trait or in cases where tolerance is exhibited in wild and distantly-related species (De 
la Fuente-Martinez & Herrera-Estrella, 1999; Magalhaes et al., 2007). Transgenic 
approaches may also increase efficacy of aluminum tolerance genes by targeting 





Arabidopsis, Liu et al. (2012) found that by switching the promoters for the two 
aluminum tolerance genes, AtALMT and AtMATE, which encode for malate and 
citrate exudation, more effective tolerance could be achieved and carbon efficiency 
improved.  
 
Breeding for aluminum tolerance involves a number of considerations to ensure 
progress and successful selection of resistant cultivars. Appropriate screening 
methods are necessary for identification of aluminum tolerance. Breeding efforts may 
see limited success if appropriate screening methods are not used and confounding 
results may occur as discussed below. 
  
Field Screening Methods 
Field conditions, if they are used for screening, must have a uniform distribution of 
acid soils and adequate Al3+ concentrations where appropriate controls can be 
included by altering pH (Carver & Ownby, 1995). It is key to note that other soil 
conditions such as poor soil fertility, disease pressure, and drought may be present in 
conjunction with, or as a result of acid soils, confounding research efforts and making 
the identification of genetics conferring aluminum tolerance more difficult. In order 
to minimize the effects of the interacting factors, research may require sophisticated 
experimental design and analysis as well as repeated soil testing throughout the test 
site. As such, many researchers utilize preliminary screening methods in the lab and 
greenhouse to narrow down breeding materials to the most suitable candidates for 





Lab and Greenhouse Assays 
Lab- and greenhouse-based assays often rely on hydroponics or gel-based media in 
which root growth can be measured in a non-destructive and simple fashion. A 
number of methods to utilize photometrics and electronic means of measuring and 
analysis have been developed, such as the RootReader3D system, WinRhizo, and 
other systems (Clark et al., 2011; Famoso et al., 2010; Khu et al., 2012). Numerous 
artifacts must be taken into account when using non-soil media. First, managing pH, 
nutrient concentrations, and a high enough concentration of Al3+ are quite difficult, as 
aluminum often precipitates out when in solution culture because of the salts used in 
preparing the solution (Hill, 1987). One must also ensure that other nutrients do not 
become limiting in solution culture so as not to confound the stress exhibited by the 
aluminum. Software such as GEOCHEM-PC have been developed to assist in 
modifying solutions to produce aluminum toxicity stress (Sposito & Mattigod, 1980). 
Second, root growth in non-soil media differs widely from growth in soil. Responses 
in root growth may be due to system or media artifacts and therefore not adequately 
represent plant response to stress conditions, making the assay a poor proxy for 
discriminating between genotypes (Volenec, 2012). 
 
A potential solution to this problem is the use of actual acid soils in a manner that 
combines the throughput and repeatability of lab methods with the true-to-type stress 
of field-based screening (Carver & Ownby, 1995). Since aluminum toxicity is most 
detrimental at the root apex, screening can be effective at nearly any stage of growth, 





developed a rapid screening assay for sorghum and millet in soil. The protocol could 
be easily adapted for other species as well. In their set-up, acid soils from southern 
Indiana and non-acid soils of a similar type were used as treatment and control media, 
respectively. Pre-germinated seeds of a given genotype, whose radicles were of 
uniform emergence, were transplanted into both soils. After 24-48 hours of growth in 
the respective soils, seedlings were gently removed and their root lengths measured. 
In this work, the authors utilize a common method for quantifying aluminum 
tolerance, the conservation of root growth. In this study, it is give as a relative root 
growth (RRG) ratio. The mean root length of the given genotype as grown in the 
treatment soil or media is divided by the mean root length of the same genotype as 
grown in the control media. As such, a higher ratio value indicated conserved root 
elongation rates in the aluminum toxic soil, and thus, a higher relative tolerance 
(Ahlrichs et al., 1991; Hill, 1987; Hill et al., 1989). In their work, the authors were 
able to correctly classify the tolerance of 13 sorghums using this paired soil system 
(Hill et al., 1989). Because the materials are compared using the RRG value, concerns 
regarding line differences such as seed size and rate of germination are corrected 
when the ratios are utilized to compare between genotypes that are not related. 
 
While this assay provides an excellent way to screen genotypes, a number of 
considerations must be made. Time, space, and the amount of available soil limit the 
number of genotypes that can be screened simultaneously. In expanding this protocol 
to accommodate a large number of breeding materials, augmented designs and the use 





Furthermore, since the protocol utilizes a number of individuals to obtain RRG values 
with proper precision and error calculation, only pure lines can be utilized in this 
screen. As such, this soil screening assay is not viable for screening segregating 
populations in early stages of line development. 
 
Aluminum Tolerance in Sorghum 
A handful of sorghum lines known for their aluminum tolerance have been studied 
extensively in the literature. Commonly used lines exhibiting aluminum tolerance 
include SC 283, P932127 (a Purdue-developed line), and SC 566 (Ahlrichs et al., 
1991; Caniato et al., 2007). The most commonly used aluminum tolerant line is SC 
283, originally collected in Tanzania and the standard of aluminum tolerance in 
sorghum (Magalhaes et al., 2004). Work into the underlying genetics of sorghum 
aluminum tolerance was founded upon a number of studies conducted in other species, 
namely wheat, Arabidopsis, and maize, which indicated a single-gene mode of 
inheritance conferring the majority of observed tolerance (Caniato et al., 2007; 
Delhaize et al., 1993). The wheat locus, denoted AltBH or Aluminum-Activated Malate 
Transporter 1 (ALMT1), was identified in the long arm of chromosome 4D, encodes a 
malic acid transporter, and is thought to have homologs throughout most of the grass 
species (Caniato et al., 2007; Ryan et al., 2009; Sasaki et al., 2004). Indeed, similar 
loci have been identified in oat, barley, rice, and rye (Caniato et al., 2007).  The multi-
drug and toxic compound extrusion 1 (ZmMATE1) gene in maize was identified as a 
citrate transporter gene on chromosome 6. This gene may confer up to 16.2% of the 





aluminum tolerance (Maron et al., 2010). In maize, other loci are thought to be 
involved and a number of QTL have been studied (Ninamango-Cárdenas et al., 2003).  
 
Research into the genetics of aluminum tolerance has mapped a homologous gene in 
sorghum to the terminal end of chromosome 3 (Magalhaes et al., 2007). This gene, 
SbMATE, like other aluminum tolerance genes in maize and Arabidopsis encodes a 
citrate transporter, activated by aluminum. The tolerance of a line is thought to be 
controlled by the number of miniature inverted transposable elements (MITEs) in the 
regulatory region of SbMATE such that allelic variation in the MITEs lead to 
differential tolerance between lines (Caniato et al., 2007; Magalhaes et al., 2004; 
Magalhaes et al., 2007). Magalhaes et al. (2007) hypothesize that higher MITE copy 
number is associated with increased conservation of root growth, and thus, aluminum 
tolerance in sorghum. Sivaguru et al. (2013) found that SbMATE in tolerant varieties 
is expressed in the transition zone between the meristematic and elongation regions of 
the root apex and may be signaled by the ROS production in the affected region. This 
discovery superseded previous assumptions that the citrate transporter was 
ubiquitously expressed on the entirety of the root tip (Sivaguru et al., 2013). Sivaguru 
et al. (2013) further demonstrated that aluminum resistance due to citrate exudation is 
highly controlled wherein citrate exudation is targeted to the regions of the root apex 
where aluminum is most phytotoxic. This work was undertaken using near-isogenic 
lines (NILs) for the SbMATE locus and exudation of citrate was monitored under a 
low-magnification scope. The authors further concluded that SbMATE is expressed in 





considered the primary site of aluminum phytotoxicity. Additionally, it is stated that 
aluminum may be sensed and SbMATE therefore induced in the epidermis and outer 
cortical cells of the so-called transition zone (TZ) between the elongation and 
meristematic regions of the root tip. 
 
Caniato et al. (2007) examined a small panel of diverse sorghum genotypes to 
estimate the extent of diversity within the species. Citing Foy (1993), the authors note 
that “Al tolerance is a rather rare trait in sorghum, being possibly a derived state 
rather than a natural characteristic of the species…” If this is the case, sources for 
aluminum tolerance within cultivated sorghums exist, albeit at a low frequency, 
limiting the potential gains to be made in the levels of tolerance. However, it is also 
noted that diversity does exist and is likely due to allelic variation at the SbMATE 
locus as well as with modifiers elsewhere in the genome (Caniato et al., 2007; Melo 
et al., 2013). As such, it is possible that novel and additional sources of aluminum 
tolerance are yet to be uncovered, possibly through comparative studies in species 
where additional genetic factors have been found such as in maize or through 
transcriptomics to find modifiers conferring background effects that contribute to 
tolerance (Ninamango-Cárdenas et al., 2003; Melo et al., 2013).  
 
Due to the limited number of lines of sorghum with high aluminum tolerance, a select 
few have been the focus of research into the genetics and physiology of this trait. A 
study conducted by Duncan (1987) examined growth, yield, and leaf tissue content in 





soils and aluminum toxic conditions varied widely. In particular, Duncan’s study is of 
interest as it included the two genotypes used in the development of the recombinant 
inbred line (RIL) population used for this thesis research: TAM 428 as a highly 
susceptible line and SC 283 as a highly tolerant line (1987). Duncan looked at four 
total genotypes in a replicated, split-plot design conducted over three years. The study 
found that in non-acid soils (pH > 6.0), TAM 428 was a far superior line, yielding 
3311 kg/ha versus SC 283 with a moderate yield of 2718 kg/ha. However, when 
grown at a pH under 4.8, SC 283 had a yield not statistically different from its yield 
under non-stressed conditions, at 2608 kg/ha. In contrast, TAM 428’s reduction in 
yield was extremely severe, dropping to 449 kg/ha, less that 20% of its potential 
under non-stress conditions. A significant decrease in yield quality was also observed 
in TAM 428 under aluminum toxic conditions where test weight dropped from 71.1 
kg/hL in pH > 6.0 to 67.3 kg/hL in pH < 4.8, the equivalent of a drop from a 
commercial grade of 1 to a grade of 2. Between these two lines, there was no 
significant differences observed in the concentration of aluminum and other nutrients 
in the leaf tissue at maturity (Duncan, 1987). 
 
The question then becomes, is there a yield penalty for having inherent aluminum 
tolerance as seen in SC 283’s overall lower yield performance, or is the difference 
seen simply due to difference in the background of the two lines? If the differences 
seen are a function of the aluminum tolerance of the line alone, it is likely that other 
underlying genetics are playing a significant role in the trait and that there is a 





other metabolic pathways (Liu et al., 2012; Melo et al., 2013). If this is not the case, 
and SbMATE’s function explains the nearly 90% of variation as claimed by 
Magalhaes et al. (2007), the gene and its upstream promoter region can be 
incorporated into a marker-assisted backcross (MABC) program to introgress the trait 
into elite, higher-performing backgrounds such that lines will have increased yields in 
acid soils and maintain high yields in neutral soils. 
 
Metabolism of Aluminum Tolerance 
In plants using the exclusion method of aluminum tolerance, activation of organic 
acid, in this case citrate, transporters in the root apex increases rhizosphere pH such 
that phytotoxic species of aluminum become immobilized (Ma et al., 2001; 
Magalhaes et al., 2007). Because of the importance of some organic acids such as 
citrate in other processes (i.e. the TCA cycle of cellular metabolism), aluminum 
tolerance must be factored in as a significant metabolic cost to plant growth (Liu et al., 
2012; Sivaguru et al., 2013).  In a non-acid soil where aluminum toxicity is not a 
problem, the use of such organic acid transporters for the purpose of chelating toxic 
elements becomes an unnecessary metabolic endeavor for the plant. Based on the 
work of Sivaguru et al. (2013), we can conclude that, for the most part, aluminum 
tolerance is an inducible response to the presence of trivalent and phytotoxic species 
of aluminum in the soil, perhaps limiting yield in stress environments and acting as a 
significant carbon sink (Liu et al., 2012). The next question to consider is this: do 
aluminum tolerant varieties exhibit yield or agronomic limitations when grown in 
non-stress environments? If this is the case, the need to develop tolerant varieties 





environments in addition to being designed for specific soil types within these 
environments.  
 
In contrast, if there is not a metabolic cost to the plant to either produce and/or secrete 
organic acids under non-stress conditions or if the process of exudation is only a 
stress-induced response, the development of new cultivars can include genes for 
aluminum tolerance regardless, making the adaptation of cultivars wider. In particular, 
this carries ramifications for producers and small-holder farmers in the developing 
world, where soil testing is not common, such that a farmer may not know he has an 
issue with highly acidic soils. In this regard, cultivars and hybrids bred to have 





MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic Materials 
A recombinant inbred line (RIL) population was developed by the Purdue Sorghum 
Breeding and Genetics Program from a cross of TAM 428 and SC283-14 that was 
initiated in the 1999/2000 winter nursery season. Parents for the RI population were 
selected for their differential response to acid soils and aluminum toxicity, as documented 
in the literature. SC 283-14 is aluminum tolerant and TAM 428 is susceptible (Duncan, 
1987).  RILs were developed using the single seed descent (SSD) method, in which each 
segregating genotype beginning in the F2 was represented with a single seed in 
subsequent generations of selfing. At the end of the breeding process, 207 true-breeding 
RILs were derived and used in this study. Multiple seed from each plant was used to 
grow a row of plants only after six generations of selfing and RILs were considered 
permanent and fully inbred. Seed of RILs used for experiments was grown under 
standard nursery conditions and generated in the same season, if possible. For a small 
number of lines, seed increases were conducted in winter nurseries in Puerto Rico. 







Two hundred and sixteen entries were included in a replicated, randomized complete 
block design in two years at two locations. Included in the evaluation were the 207 RILs, 
both parents of the population, and seven check entries selected for their relative 
performance and drought tolerance, replicated twice in each environment. In both years, 
the experiments were grown at two Purdue Agricultural Centers, the Agronomy Center 
for Research and Education (ACRE, near West Lafayette, Indiana, USA) and Purdue-
Pinney Agricultural Center (PPAC, near Wanatah, Indiana, USA). These sites are 
generally considered optimal for crop growth, with good soil characteristics, and are 
known to be free from acid soil or aluminum toxicity problems. 
 
In this study, data were collected at both locations for maturity, plant height, and yield. 
Maturity was determined through the count of days from planting to day of half-bloom 
(DHB), a standard measure for flowering date in crops. The day of half-bloom is 
calculated as the date in which half of the plants in a given plot have flowered halfway 
down the panicle. Plant height (PLTHT) was measured as an average of each plot from 
base of stem to tip of panicle of plants in each two-row plot. Plots were thinned early in 
the growing season to 104,500 plants/acre. Yield was determined by harvesting the 
panicles in two ten-foot sections in each of the two rows of 15-foot plots. Harvested 
material was dried to constant moisture using a propane grain drying system in place at 
ACRE. After drying, material was threshed using a Massey-Ferguson plot combine in 




collected and weighed for each plot, such that yield could be calculated at field-scale 
units (i.e., bu/acre and kg/hectare).  
 
In addition to these measurements, qualitative scores were collected in 2012 for afternoon 
leaf rolling (PMLR) due to unexpected drought conditions. This scale ranged from 1 to 5, 
where 1 denoted little to no leaf rolling and 5 denoted fully rolled and erect leaves. To 
examine if there were potential differences in chlorophyll content which may contribute 
to yield and performance, chlorophyll readings (SPAD) were taken on the material at 
ACRE in 2013 using a CCM-200 Plus chlorophyll fluorometer during the grain filling 
period.  
 
Material was planted in 2012 on May 15 at ACRE and May 24 at PPAC, whereas for 
2013, the trials were planted on May 18 at ACRE and June 5 at PPAC. Weather data was 
collected using the cliMATE system for monthly data during the growing seasons 
(Midwest Regional Climate Center, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, USA).  
 
Soil Screening Assay 
Genetic materials were screened for aluminum tolerance using a modified form of the 
assay developed at Purdue (Hill, 1987; Hill et al., 1989; Ahlrichs et al., 1991). Two soils 
were used, one being the same aluminum-toxic, acid soil used in the original assay 
development study, an Aquic Hapludult soil known as Rarden (Hill et al., 1989). The 
second, control soil was obtained in the fall of 2013 from the Purdue Water Quality Field 




ground and sent for testing by A&L Great Lakes Laboratories to validate assumptions on 
soil pH and obtain general information regarding nutrient status. Prior to use, the soils 
were wetted to a friable, constant moisture, which was just below field capacity 
(estimated to be at 33 kPa moisture potential) to prevent soil compaction and puddling 
(Hill et al., 1989). Roughly 75 mL of soil was placed into twenty small paper cups for 
each soil type. 
 
Seeds of each genotype were packaged and treated with a standard seed treatment 
(0.0457% Concep III, 0.0229% Apron XL, and 0.0057% Maxim4FS). Due to limitations 
in the amount of soil and bench space available for testing, up to 25 genotypes could be 
screened in a single trial. As such, the parents were included as checks in each. Roughly 
100 seeds of each genotype were germinated overnight on wet paper towels at room 
temperature (~25 C). The next day, a visual estimate of germination percentage was taken, 
and 20 seeds were selected for having uniform radicle emergence, generally between 1-
1.5 mm. Seeds were then transplanted using sterile forceps into small containers holding 
either the aluminum toxic, acid soil (Rarden) or the control soil (WQFS). To ensure good 
root and soil contact, as well as to prevent crusting, the cups were lightly tapped against 
the bench to secure the seedlings. Cups were then placed in a plastic, sealed container to 
prevent moisture loss. 
 
Plants were allowed to grow in the respective soils for 48-72 hours at room temperature, 
at which time the cups were emptied and final primary root lengths (FPRL) were 




in each respective soil allowed for a measure of mean primary root length (?̅?FPRL) (Hill, 
1987). Tolerance of lines was calculated as a ratio of relative root growth (RRG), where 
the mean primary root length for a line in the Rarden soil was divided by the mean 
primary root length for a line in the WQFS control soil. 
 
Molecular Analysis 
Leaf tissue from each of the 207 RILs, each parent, and the seven checks was collected 
from plants grown in 2013 prior to the booting stage of development. Material was stored 
in a -80 C freezer for later DNA extraction and molecular work. 
 
Using the DNEasy Plant Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA), DNA from 
the parents of the population, TAM 428 and SC 283-14, were extracted using 100 mg of 
freeze-dried tissue ground in liquid nitrogen, per the manufacturer’s instructions. This 
genomic DNA was used to verify the fidelity of the primers selected for sequencing, as 
described below. 
 
For the remaining lines examined, including the 207 RILs and seven checks, a rapid 
DNA extraction protocol, modified from Xin et al. (2003), was utilized. In this method, 
leaf punches from the frozen leaf tissue collected as noted previously were taken and 
inserted into 96-well PCR plates to which 50 μL of a lysing buffer (100 mM NaOH, 2% 
Tween 20) was added. Samples were incubated in the lysing buffer for ten minutes at 95 




EDTA) was added and mixed by pipetting. From this mixture, 1.0-2.0 μL of the extracted 
genomic DNA could be used in each PCR reaction in a separate 96-well plate. 
 
Molecular markers were developed for screening the population using information from 
the supplementary material of Magalhaes et al. (2007). The authors note that the putative 
polymorphism distinguishing tolerant versus susceptible genotypes was a difference in 
miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) in the promoter region of the 
SbMATE locus (Magalhaes et al., 2007). In general, the number of repeated elements 
positively correlated with tolerance. Using this MITE sequence as a framework, the 
location was identified in the sorghum reference genome and localized to the same 
predicted place on the terminal end of chromosome 3 (Goodstein et al., 2012). Using the 
Primer-BLAST function on the NCBI database, primers flanking the MITE region were 
identified. Default parameters were used for the search, which utilizes Primer3 software, 
with the exception that the product size lengths were adjusted to completely flank the 
MITEs and the resulting primers were blasted against the reference genome of sorghum 
to ensure that there would not be inadvertent hits of the primer elsewhere in the genome 






Table 2: Primers developed for genotyping of MITE region upstream of aluminum tolerance locus in recombinant inbred line 
population derived from SC 283 and TAM 428 
  







Expected Product Length  
(base pairs) 
SC 283 TAM 428 BTx623 
pSbMATE#1-F 
Set 1 
GAC  CTG  CGC  GCT  
TGA  GGT  GCG  AT 
23 65 66.3 
1969 530 896 
pSbMATE#1-R 
GAT  GGC  CCC  ATG  
CTT  GAT  GCA  TGC 
24 58 63.4 
pSbMATE#2-F 
Set 2 
GGA  TCT  AGC  AGC  
TCA  AGC  GT 
20 55 57.1 
2111 655 1121 
pSbMATE#2-R 
GGC  ATG  CTT  TGG  
TGT  TTG  GT 













Expected Product Length  
(base pairs) 
SC 283 TAM 428 BTx 623 
pSbMATE#3-F 
Set 3 
ACT  CAT  GCA  TCA  
TAC  CCG  GC 
20 55 57.5 
2102 647 1013 
pSbMATE#3-R 
CTG  CCT  TTG  AAG  
GCC  CTC  TT 
20 55 57.7 C 
pSbMATE#4-F 
Set 4 
TCC  ACA  CTC  GGA  
TCC  ACT  CA 
20 55 57.8 
2080 621 991 
pSbMATE#4-R 
AGG  CAT  GCT  TTG  
GTG  TTT  GG 
20 50 56.7 
ALtSB-F 
Set 5 
GTG  CTG  GAT  CCG  
ATC  CTG  AT 
20 55 56.7 
969 969 969 
ALtSB-R 
CAC  TGC  CGA  AGA  
AAC  TTC  CA 
20 50 55.4 





High-Throughput PCR-Based Genotyping 
Trial and optimization of PCR for genotyping was completed by screening the two 
parental genotypes with the primer sets included in Table 1. Results indicated that 
pSBMATE#3-F and -R (Primer Set 3) provided the most distinct polymorphism in the 
two parental genotypes and was multiplexed with ALtSB-F and -R (Primer Set 5) as a 
positive control in the genotyping reactions. Optimization reactions were completed 
using purified DNA, in a 20 µl reaction, with 1x MyTaq Red Polymerase Mix (BioLine 
USA Inc., Taunton, MA, USA), 0.5 uM of forward and reverse primers for both primer 
sets with 1.0-2.0 µl template DNA. 
 
Cycling conditions were developed to accommodate characteristics of the two primer sets 
as well as the large product sizes possible in tolerant genotypes. PCR was run with a two 
minute denaturing period at 94˚ Celsius, followed by 36 cycles with 30 seconds at 94˚ 
Celsius, one minute at 59˚ Celsius, three minutes at 72˚ Celsius. The reaction was 
terminated after ten minutes at 72˚ Celsius, and then held constant at 4˚ Celsius until run 
on an electrophoresis machine. 
  
Electrophoretic separation of the bands was optimized using 3 hours at 100 V on a 1.8 
percent agarose gel (GenePure HiRes Agarose, ISCBioExpress). Product lengths were 
determined using the HyperLadder II 50 bp ladder according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions (BioLine USA Inc., Taunton, MA, USA). Genomic DNA was extracted 
using the rapid method for the remaining lines and screened using 20 uL reactions. Each 





USA), 0.5 uM of forward and reverse primers for both primer sets, 0.1% BSA, 1% PVP, 
and 1 µl template DNA. Cycling and electrophoretic conditions were used as described 
above. Resultant gels were imaged and scored visually with parental genotypes included 
on each gel as checks.  
 
Data Analysis 
Data was compiled into a spreadsheet for further analysis with each field plot as a distinct 
data point. All statistical analyses were conducted at a significance level of 95%. SAS 
software (version 9.2) was utilized for the majority of statistical comparisons and 
associated code is provided in the appendices. 
 
SAS software was used to analyze relationships between genotypic classes using the 
PROC TTEST function, allowing comparison of the means for the various traits as a 
function of RILs classified as having a TAM 428- or SC 283-14 allele (or Al-sensitive- or 
Al-tolerant- allele, respectively) in the promoter of SbMATE. Some plots were lost to 
poor germination rates and as such, the means were compared and significance level 
determined using the Satterthwaite approximation, due to unequal variances between 
genotypic classes. Data were considered statistically different at a level of 95 % or with a 
p-value < 0.05. 
 
Broad-sense heritability (H) was calculated by partitioning variance components from the 
PROC GLM function where years, locations, RILs, and replications (nested within years 





derivation of the associated variances from the mean squares of the PROC GLM output 
were conducted using the formulas provided in Fehr (1991), where the breakdown of 
expected mean squares and the variance components is given in Table 3 below for each 







Table 3: Expected means squares and degrees of freedom for ANOVA for yield trials. Adapted from Fehr (1991). 
Analysis Sources of Variation 
Degrees of 
Freedom (d.f.) 
Expected Mean Squares (EMS) 
One location in 
two years 
Years y-1  
Replications (in years) y(r-1)  
Genotypes g-1 σ2e + r(σ2gy + σ2gly) + ry(σ2g + σ2gl) 
Genotypes x Years (g-1)(y-1) σ2e + r(σ2gy + σ2gly) 
Error y(r-1)(g-1) σ2e 
One year at two 
locations 
Locations l-1  
Replications (in locations) l(r-1)  
Genotypes g-1 σ2e + r(σ2gl + σ2gly) + ry(σ2g + σ2gy) 
Genotypes x Locations (g-1)(l-1) σ2e + r(σ2gl + σ2gly) 
Error l(r-1)(g-1) σ2e 
Two locations in 
two years 
Years y-1  
Locations l-1  
Reps (in years, locations) yl(r-1)  
Years x Locations (y-1)(l-1)  
Genotypes g-1 σ2e + rσ2gly + ryσ2gl + rlσ2gy + rlyσ2g 
Genotypes x Years (g-1)(y-1) σ2e + rσ2gly + rlσ2gy 
Genotypes x Locations (g-1)(l-1) σ2e + rσ2gly + ryσ2gl 
Genotypes x Years x Locations (g-1)(y-1)(l-1) σ2e + rσ2gly 
Error yl(r-1)(g-1) σ2e 






Broad-sense heritability was calculated by isolating the genotypic variance, or σ2g, term 
from the genotypic expected mean square using the chart above and then dividing it by 
the genotypic mean square value. In the cases where data was analyzed by year or 
location, the interaction term for the location or year, respectively, was included as part 
of the genotypic variance as it could not be separated due to lack of replication in either 
the year or location. 
 
For data collected in the rapid soil screening assay, means, standard deviations, and RRG 
values were calculated using Microsoft Excel. With regard to genotyping results, a Chi-
square goodness-of-fit test was conducted on the genotyping results of the RILs to ensure 
that segregation of the alleles for the promoter region of SbMATE was consistent with the 








RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Agronomic Performance 
Analysis of Variance 
Agronomic data was compiled from both years at two locations on a number of traits. 
This data varied between the two years and locations, likely due to weather differences 
which were quite distinct between the environments. For each of the traits, an analysis of 
variance assuming a fully random model was conducted. In the combined analysis below, 
each source of variation and according degrees of freedom are given, which remain 
constant among the three traits. Significant F-values are denoted with an asterisk (*) at an 
alpha of 0.05. In the combined analysis, r2 values for the models remained fairly high, 
where the lowest was seen for yield at 0.78. For both plant height and maturity, the 
values were above 90%, at 0.97 and 0.96, respectively. 
 
As noted in the Materials and Methods, threshing of harvested material was conducted in 
different manners in the two years. Accordingly, inferences regarding pooled data across 
years for yield are limited and considered only in light of their corresponding values 







Table 4: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on yield, plant height, and flowering of RILs, 
data combined over years (2012, 2013) and locations (ACRE, PPAC) 
Source of variation d.f. 
Mean Square 
Yield Height Maturity 
Years 1 4158.46* 18.16 43446.27* 
Locations 1 158116.30* 48778.83* 8003.50* 
Replications  1 6905.71* 613.71* 30.31* 
Genotypes (RILs) 206 1498.47* 3142.59* 123.44* 
Year*Location 1 77730.88* 80715.67* 80.48* 
Year*Replication 1 265.83 183.34* 36.15* 
Location*Replication 1 121.94 348.50* 358.95* 
Year*Genotype 206 593.87* 91.63* 7.66* 
Location*Genotype 206 749.71* 94.33* 7.06* 
Year*Location*Genotype 206 449.22* 89.38* 13.27* 
Error 800 329.011 36.48 4.72 
Total 1631    
 
When data were analyzed separately by year, we see an increase in the mean square error, 
and accordingly, the heritability values decreased. Additionally, there are no longer 
calculations for the error involving the 2 replications, as all degrees of freedom for that 






In 2012, the severe drought conditions showed variation in the afternoon leaf rolling, a 
measure some associate with drought tolerance, whereby the leaves roll into themselves 
and increase in erectness as a means of conserving water and reducing surface area upon 
which evapotranspiration can occur. The calculated narrow-sense heritability for leaf 
rolling in 2012 was 0.204, and the mean square values are included in Table 6 below.  
 
Confidence in the models for the data presented in Table 5 remained quite high, as in the 
combined analysis, where the r2 values were above 0.75 for all traits. For yield, the value 
was 0.77; while for plant height, maturity, and leaf rolling, the values were somewhat 
higher, at 0.97, 0.92, and 0.87, respectively. Thus, while the interaction terms for each 
trait remain significant, the model indicates a good fit and heritability calculations 
included in Table 10 become more meaningful. 
 
Likewise, Table 6 compares data collected in 2013. The trends exhibited in the two years 
in regards to r2 calculation are consistent with those found in both the pooled data set as 
well as in the 2012 data alone, where the values for yield, height, and maturity are 0.80, 







Table 5: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on yield, plant height, flowering, and leaf 
rolling score of RILs, in 2012, combined over both locations (ACRE, PPAC) 
Source of variation d.f. 
Mean Square 
Yield Height Maturity Leaf Rolling  
Location 1 225082.14* 125916.59* 4779.59* 184.94* 
Genotypes (RILs) 206 1054.44* 1649.02* 62.80* 1.98* 
Location*Genotype 206 842.04* 102.12* 10.32* 0.36* 
Error 393 482.81 36.43 4.12 0.26* 
Total 808     
 
Table 6: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on yield, plant height, and flowering of RILs, in 
2013, combined over both locations (ACRE, PPAC) 
Source of variation d.f. 
Mean Square 
Yield Height Maturity 
Location 1 7179.12* 2025.36* 3284.06* 
Genotypes (RILs) 206 1047.39* 1591.24* 68.58* 
Location*Genotype 206 332.23* 81.70* 9.79* 
Error 407 180.50 36.53 5.31 
Total 822    
 
Data from the two locations, ACRE and PPAC, were analyzed individually, as well, 
across both years and were found to have significant models. The r2 values for ACRE 
across both 2012 and 2013 were 0.74, 0.97, and 0.96 for yield, height, and maturity, 





As one will also notice, the error variation for yield in the ANOVA tables for location is 
higher than the mean square error value in either of the two by-year summaries. This is 
consistent with the differences seen both in weather conditions between the two years as 
well as the difference in how the yield measurements were taken. 
 
Table 7: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on yield, plant height, and flowering date for 
ACRE location combined over years (2012, 2013) 
Source of variation d.f. 
Mean Square 
Yield Height Maturity 
Year 1 23348.94* 39653.26* 23959.08* 
RIL 206 983.56* 1452.14* 63.78* 
Year*RIL 206 437.51* 67.82* 10.32* 
Error 407 275.11 29.03 3.99 







Table 8: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on yield, plant height, and flowering date for 





Yield Height Maturity 
Year 1 57972.21* 41062.90* 19626.58* 
RIL 206 1288.61* 1791.61* 66.97* 
Year*RIL 206 592.08* 112.93* 10.38* 
Error 393 384.83 44.12 5.47 
Total 808    
 
Trait Means 
Means for each trait value, and associated ranges and standard deviations are included in 
Table 9. Yield across both years, despite the different threshing methods and 
environmental conditions were similar and were also near the mean performance of the 
combined analysis across both years and locations. In contrast, when data was pooled by 
location or examined individually by year/location combinations, the yields begin to 
show differences. In particular, when comparing the means performance of the RILs in 
2012 across the two locations, yields at PPAC exceed those at ACRE by 33.3 
bushels/acre, with a relatively similar value for standard deviation. 
 
With regards to plant height at maturity, the means across the combined analysis and the 
two years are again similar, ranging from 142.4 cm to 142.6 cm. When examining the 





seemed stunted at ACRE, averaging only 130.1 cm, as compared to 155.3 cm at PPAC. 
The severe drought conditions in 2012 likely played a role in this, as ACRE exhibited 
higher temperatures and lower rainfall, while conditions were slightly milder and 
supplemental irrigation could be applied at PPAC. In 2013, however, no statistically 
significant difference could be detected between plant height. Across year/location 
combinations, we again see the trend that the lines were taller on average at PPAC as 
opposed to ACRE. 
 
Maturity dates differ between the two years, 2012 and 2013, by ten days. The 2012 heat, 
drought, and on-time planting likely allowed for a shorter period to reach maturity 







Table 9: Grain yield, plant height, and maturity data on RILs in trials conducted at ACRE and PPAC in 2012 and 2013 (mean, 




























Mean 96.1 97.5 94.8 86.5 105.9 81.2 91.8 114.5 97.7 
n 1632 809 823 823 809 412 411 397 412 
Minimum 3.9 3.9 19.4 3.9 17.1 3.9 19.4 17.1 21.0 
Maximum 210.9 210.9 168.8 163.3 210.9 163.3 155.6 210.9 168.8 



























ACRE PPAC ACRE ACRE PPAC PPAC 
Height (cm) 
Mean 142.5 142.6 142.4 137.0 148.0 130.1 143.9 155.3 140.4 
n 1646 818 828 828 818 414 414 404 414 
Minimum 75 75 90 75 90 75 90 100 90 
Maximum 220 220 210 205 220 180 205 220 210 




Mean 70.9 65.6 76.0 68.6 73.1 63.3 74.0 68.1 78.0 
n 1645 817 828 828 817 414 414 403 414 
Minimum 47 56 47 47 56 57 47 56 58 
Maximum 92 84 92 88 92 77 88 84 92 
St. Dev. 7.3 5.1 5.1 7.0 6.9 3.1 5.6 5.6 3.7 





Heritability of Traits 
For the three traits studied in all years and locations: yield, plant height, and maturity, the 
performance of the RILs was analyzed as a series of ANOVAs, where a random model 
was used for all class variables (year, location, replication, and genotype) to calculate the 
broad-sense heritability, H, for the population. These values are included in Table 10, 
where the H values for all year and location combinations are examined. In general, H 
estimates are quite low, as would be expected for highly quantitative traits including yield 
and plant height. 
  










Pinney and ACRE 2012 and 2013 0.050 0.121 0.123 
Pinney and ACRE 2012 only 0.050 0.234 0.209 
Pinney and ACRE 2013 only 0.171 0.237 0.214 
ACRE only 2012 and 2013 0.139 0.238 0.209 
Pinney only 2012 and 2013 0.135 0.234 0.211 
 
Additionally, previous work indicates that under non-acid, and therefore non-aluminum-
toxic, soil conditions, the two parental genotypes do not differ widely in yield 





trials prohibits measurement comparisons between the two parents themselves, though it 
is possible that TAM 428 and SC 283-14 do not differ significantly for maturity. Further 
analysis regarding the h2 and variation for height, however, is warranted in light of the 
significant differences exhibited in the means of the two genotypic classes. 
 
Soil Screening Assay 
Using the conditions as outlined by the authors, initial trials of the soil screening assay as 
developed by Hill, Ahlrichs, and Ejeta (1987, 1989, 1991) were promising. The first trial 
using the parental genotypes showed a relative root growth (RRG) of 0.693 for the 
susceptible parent, TAM 428. This value indicates that root growth of TAM 428, known 
to be aluminum sensitive, is inhibited over 30% in the Rarden soil. In contrast, the 
tolerant parent, SC 283-14 had an RRG of 0.848, indicating that root growth was 
conserved by 84.8% in the aluminum toxic Rarden soil. In comparing these two values, 
we see a 15% difference in RRG, and accordingly give a good discrimination of 
aluminum tolerance for the parents of the RIL population. This preliminary information 
is included in Table 11. With the clear distinction between parental genotypes, moving 







Table 11: Results of initial screening of TAM 428 and SC 283 for aluminum tolerance in 
soil assay as described 
Genotype Soil 






Rarden 43.50 4.5 
0.693 
Control 62.75 4.4 
SC 283-14 
Rarden 48.27 9.1 
0.848 
Control 57.50 2.7 
 
 
The conditions outlined by the authors who developed the study called for a 24-hour 
germination period followed by transplantation into the respective soil types and 48-
hours incubation in the soils, after which the final root lengths could be measured (Hill, 
1987; Hill et al., 1989, Ahlrichs et al., 1991). Based on these promising results, the first 
21 genotypes in the RIL population were screened in block design, with the two parents 
included as checks. Lines within the population were screened in an augmented design 
with repeated checks because of a limited quantity of the Rarden soil. The first 63 
genotypes were tested in three blocks using the same conditions as described above and 
by Hill et al. (1987).  Summary data are given for each of these three blocks below in 
Tables 11, 12, and 13.  
 
The first block of genotypes yielded promising results, as the preliminary parental study 
had. In this block, the 21 genotypes showed a range of variation for RRG, indicating a 





consistent with the results reported by Hill et al. (1989).The two parental genotypes, 
included as checks, again showed expected values for RRG, where TAM 428 had a value 
of 0.688 while SC 283-14 had a value of 0.868, consistent with the initial findings and 
appropriate given their known susceptibility and tolerance in the literature. Furthermore, 
three lines, 6, 12, and 20 demonstrated RRG values less than that of TAM 428, while line 
11 had a higher RRG value than SC 283-14, indicating the potential for transgressive 
segregants within the population. The summary statistics for this block is given in Table 





Table 12: Results of first block of RILs screened in soil assay including parental lines 
(TAM 428 and SC 283) as checks 




Mean root length±std 
(in cm) 
Mean root length±std 
(in cm) 
RRG 
6 20 1.1±0.8 2.0±1.8 0.55 
20 80 3.1±1.0 4.7±1.0 0.65 
12 80 3.3±1.0 4.8±0.8 0.68 
TAM428 95 3.2±1.3 4.6±0.6 0.69 
15 40 3.5±0.4 4.8±0.7 0.72 
4 70 2.8±0.6 3.8±1.7 0.74 
14 80 3.8±1.1 5.0±0.5 0.75 
13 60 3.4±0.5 4.6±0.3 0.75 
5 30 2.8±1.3 3.7±0.8 0.76 
18 20 3.5±0.6 4.6±1.2 0.76 
3 40 3.6±1.5 4.6±0.5 0.77 
16 60 4.0±1.3 5.1±0.8 0.78 
17 80 3.1±0.9 3.9±0.5 0.78 
21 60 4.5±0.4 5.7±0.5 0.79 
9 60 3.0±0.4 3.7±1.5 0.80 
8 85 2.7±1.6 3.4±2.0 0.81 
1 60 3.0±0.9 3.7±0.9 0.83 
19 70 3.2±0.8 3.9±1.2 0.83 
2 95 3.6±0.5 4.4±1.5 0.84 
7 80 2.2±1.1 2.6±1.4 0.84 
10 90 3.3±1.4 3.8±1.9 0.86 
SC283-14 95 2.9±0.5 3.3±1.4 0.87 






In the second block of genotypes screened, the trend was not as clear. To note, there were 
a number of genotypes wherein the RRG was exceptionally high (i.e. above ninety 
percent) and one line, RIL 27, where the RRG exceeded 1. Furthermore, the parental 
genotypes no longer showed a strong distinction in relative tolerance, and in fact, it 
appeared that TAM 428 outperformed the aluminum tolerant SC 283-14, with RRG 
values of 0.807 and 0.730, respectively; though the difference was not statistically 
different.  The results of the second block of genotypes are summarized in Table 12. 
These data made little sense, but it was decided to continue on to the third block of 
genotypes, in the chance that the two parental genotypes had perhaps been switched or 
that there were abnormal environmental or incubation conditions which would correct 







Table 13: Results of second block of RILs screened in soil assay including parental lines 





Rarden Soil Control Soil  
Mean root length±std 
(in cm) 
Mean root length±std 
(in cm) 
RRG 
38 80 2.8±1.1 5.0±0.7 0.57 
42 85 3.3±1.3 5.1±0.8 0.66 
34 70 3.1±1.2 4.7±0.5 0.67 
37 50 3.2±0.5 4.6±0.6 0.69 
SC283-14 95 3.3±0.4 4.5±0.6 0.73 
40 30 3.2±1.0 4.3±1.7 0.74 
30 90 3.6±1.1 4.8±0.4 0.76 
24 95 4.1±0.7 5.4±1.5 0.76 
25 90 2.9±0.3 3.8±1.2 0.77 
26 95 3.8±0.3 4.8±0.6 0.77 
33 95 3.0±1.3 3.9±0.7 0.78 
TAM428 95 4.1±0.4 5.0±0.7 0.81 
29 65 4.0±0.6 5.0±0.8 0.81 
39 50 4.4±0.5 5.4±1.2 0.81 
22 20 3.7±0.6 4.6±0.4 0.82 
31 75 4.3±0.7 5.0±1.8 0.86 
32 95 3.6±0.5 4.2±0.4 0.87 
35 50 4.3±0.9 5.0±0.6 0.87 
28 75 4.0±0.3 4.6±1.0 0.87 
41 90 4.2±1.3 4.2±1.8 0.98 
36 80 3.9±1.2 3.9±1.5 0.98 
23 70 4.3±1.1 4.3±1.6 1.00 






Similarly as with the second run, the third run did not produce expected results. Due to 
the confounding results in the second run, two sets each of the parents were run with lines 
44-63. Despite the careful inclusion of the parents as checks and repeated measures, the 
data was unreliable such that it was decided that the screening process needed to be 
altered to produce consistent results. The summary of the data is included in Table 13 
below. Because the results were inconsistent and parental genotypes did not produce 
RRG values appropriate for their known level of tolerance to aluminum toxicity, it was 
decided that as it stood, the assay was not a good method for identifying aluminum 
tolerant lines. Further work into the mechanisms of the aluminum tolerance locus, 
SbMATE, needed to be conducted to identify potential ways to modify the assay to 
produce appropriate results. Additionally, the soils were sent off for outside testing. In the 
unlikely event that the Rarden soil had lost toxicity or its pH had increased, a soil test 







Table 14: Results of third block of RILs screened in soil assay including parental lines 




Rarden Soil Control Soil 
RRG Mean root length±std 
(in cm) 
Mean root length±std 
(in cm) 
53 30 2.6±1.3 4.2±1.5 0.61 
TAM 428 95 7.8±0.9 11.3±0.8 0.67 
49 80 3.4±0.5 4.8±1.4 0.72 
58 80 4.0±0.9 5.4±0.4 0.73 
54 80 4.2±0.5 5.7±0.6 0.73 
52 80 4.1±0.3 5.6±0.6 0.74 
SC 283-14 95 3.9±0.9 5.3±0.6 0.74 
SC 283-14 95 3.1±1.3 4.2±0.5 0.74 
61 30 3.6±0.4 4.7±0.8 0.77 
55 70 4.4±0.6 5.6±0.5 0.78 
44 90 4.0±0.8 5.1±0.5 0.78 
43 20 3.0±0.3 3.8±0.8 0.78 
TAM 428 95 4.3±1.6 5.5±2.5 0.79 
48 90 4.0±1.2 5.1±1.5 0.79 
62 90 4.2±1.2 5.3±0.6 0.80 
51 70 3.7±0.4 4.6±0.5 0.81 
46 90 3.6±0.5 4.5±0.6 0.81 
56 40 4.4±0.3 5.2±1.5 0.84 
63 90 4.2±0.6 4.9±0.7 0.85 
60 90 4.5±0.8 5.4±1.9 0.85 
47 90 4.6±0.7 5.4±0.5 0.85 
59 90 3.3±0.8 3.7±1.6 0.91 
45 30 2.5±1.3 2.3±1.7 1.08 
57 40 4.1±1.2 3.7±2.3 1.09 





As noted in the Methods, a soil test was conducted to examine the status of the two soils. 
It indicated that the Rarden soil had an adequately low pH to induce aluminum stress at 
pH 4.8 while the control soil from the Purdue Water Quality Field Station (WQFS) had a 
neutral pH in which aluminum toxicity would not be exhibited at pH 6.1. As was 
expected, nutrient status for phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium, and organic 
matter was quite low in the Rarden soil, but within acceptable limits in the WQFS control 
soil. The summary from these results is provided in Appendix A. Aluminum 
concentration was not measured directly in these soil tests, but given the fact that roughly 
7% of the earth’s crust by mass is composed of aluminum, it would be highly unlikely 
that the aluminum had been depleted from the Rarden soil, even in the nearly 30 years 
since the soil had been obtained and the work by Hill, Ahlrichs, and Ejeta had been 
published (Delhaize & Ryan, 1995). Ultimately, the reasons for the lack of differentiation 
between the parental genotypes were unclear and further investigation was needed. 
 
Assuming that the soils still provided adequate stress and reads on the genotypes, further 
work was done to see if a longer period of incubation in the soil would result in expected 
differences between the parental genotypes and the RILs derived from a cross of TAM 
428 and SC 283-14. Current literature suggests that aluminum tolerance in sorghum is an 
induced response, coordinated by complex biochemical pathways which divert citrate and 
amino acids from metabolism to increase exudation of the citrate to chelate phytotoxic 
aluminum. Some suggest that the response to aluminum and subsequent response in 
tolerant lines may not be exhibited until up to six days after exposure (Sivaguru et al., 





different lines, particularly considering the genetic similarity between the various RILs of 
the population in this study. 
 
Based on this understanding, a second preliminary study was undertaken to examine if 
longer exposure times are required to pick out differences in aluminum tolerance. The 
parental genotypes were again utilized alone to identify if an appropriate differentiation 
between them could be detected. A larger volume of soil was included in each 
experimental unit. Seeds were germinated for 24 hours and transplanted, maintained at a 
friable consistency in a humid ambient place. After six days, the seedlings were removed 
from the soil and measured. These data are summarized in Table 14. The results indicate 
that while the assay correctly ranked the two genotypes by their RRG, the difference 
between the two genotypes was too small to be statistically significant. SC 283-14 
exhibited an RRG of 0.789, showing a fairly high maintenance of root elongation in the 
acid soil, however, TAM 428’s RRG was also fairly high, at 0.703. Interestingly, the 
difference in RRG value in this assay (~8%) was about half that seen in the initial screen 
of the parents, where SC 283 an RRG conserved 15% higher than the sensitive TAM 428. 
Due to this lack of discrimination, and the fact that at six days after germination, plants 
are no longer relying on their endosperm nutrient reserves, this assay is not adequate to 
screen genotypes in a reliable fashion in this situation. If sorghum exhibited a strong 
enough inhibition of root growth early on in growth, a clear distinction may have been 
possible. However, due to the delayed onset of citrate exudation and response to 
aluminum toxicity we cannot be sure this is an appropriate assay. Perhaps despite their 





appropriate in such a situation. Field-based screening would provide the cleanest results 
at the expense of the rapid results from other assays, but also has a number of 
considerations, including uniformity of the field. 
 




Std Dev RRG 
SC 283-14 
Rarden 57.2 16.3 
0.79 
WQFS 72.5 8.63 
TAM 428 
Rarden 53.7 21.6 
0.70 
WQFS 76.4 9.1 
 
Marker Development and Genotyping 
Literature suggests that the causative polymorphism for aluminum tolerance in sorghum, 
as conferred by the increased exudation of citrate at the distal transition zone in the root 
meristem, is controlled in the upstream promoter region of SbMATE (Sivaguru et al., 
2013; Delhaize et al., 2012). In particular, the number of multiple inverted transposable 
elements, or MITEs in the promoter of SbMATE has been correlated to the relative 
tolerance in a number of lines (Magalhaes et al,. 2007). It has been shown that copy 
number of SbMATE transcript is upregulated when tolerant lines are in the presence of 
phytotoxic species of aluminum (Magalhaes et al., 2007; Sivaguru et al., 2013; Delhaize 






Due to the reported relationship between MITE copy number and aluminum tolerance, 
markers were developed to flank this region, based on the work of Magalhaes et al. (2007) 
and the published sorghum genome. Four sets of flanking markers for the MITE region 
were developed as well as a primer set that fell within the coding region of the SbMATE 
gene itself, designed such that it could be used as a positive control in the PCR-based 
genotyping used to classify the individuals of the population as putatively tolerant or 
susceptible to aluminum stress. 
 
As described in the Materials and Methods, the five markers were tested first on DNA of 
the two parental genotypes, TAM 428 and SC 283-14, isolated using a Qiagen DNAEasy 
Kit. This ultra-pure DNA provided the clearest results on which primer sets would pick 
up potential polymorphisms in the number of MITEs in the region. In the preliminary test, 
each primer set was tested on both parents. As shown in Figure 3 below, Primer Set 3 
provided the most distinct polymorphism and had minimal issues with nonspecific 
banding.  Due to the large size of the fragment amplified in SC 283-14, which was over 2 
kb, it was decided to multiplex primer sets 3 and 5 such that the band from primer set 5, 
which is conserved across both genotypes, could be used as a positive control for the 
PCR reactions. In that regard, lines could be called as putatively aluminum tolerant, even 





Figure 1: Screen of primers to identify best sets for genotyping of aluminum tolerance 
locus in RI population of sorghum derived from cross of tolerant line, SC 283, and 
sensitive line, TAM 428 
 
Parental DNA was tested using each of the four marker pairs designed to flank the MITE 
region in promoter of SbMATE (Sets 1-4) and the primer set capturing a portion of 
SbMATE’s coding region (Set 5). Screen indicated that Set 3 provided the cleanest 
distinction between the two lines with estimated sizes of 647 bp and 2102 bp in TAM 428 





nonspecific banding and decreased band intensity. The fifth primer set was designed as a 
potential control to be multiplexed with other primer sets as the coding region of 
SbMATE is highly conserved. The expected product size of 969 bp seems to be consistent 
in both parents. The parental lines, along with BTx 623, the line upon which the reference 
genome is based, were screened using the multiplexed primer sets, as well as each alone 
to verify that the multiplexing protocol did in fact work. As seen in Figure 2, where the 
first three lanes are products from the multiplexed reaction, the control band is present in 
all three lines, and the two parents can be distinguished quite easily. Please note that in 
BTx 623, the product for the MITE region as amplified by primer set 3 is expected to be 









Based on the results from the parental genotypes, it was confirmed that a polymorphism 
for the promoter region of SbMATE was present and identifiable. The sizes of the 
polymorphisms identified in the parent, corresponding to one repeat in TAM 428 and five 
Figure 2: Multiplexed PCR reactions for optimization of 
genotyping using parental genotypes (SC 283 and TAM 428) 
and reference genome, BTx 623, demonstrating polymorphism 
for aluminum tolerance as well as control band amplifying 





in SC 283-14 conforms with the hypothesis presented in the literature that higher levels 
of tolerance in a given line seems to be correlated with a  higher number of MITE repeats 
(Magalhaes et al., 2007).  
 
Based on these results, screening of the entire population was undertaken, using genomic 
DNA extracted using a protocol modified from Xin et al. (2003). Again, multiplexing of 
primer set 3 and the control primer set 5 allowed for reliable scoring, even when the large 
2103 band corresponding to an SC 283-14-like allele was not present. Most genotypes 
were screened two to three times and if poor results were exhibited, DNA was re-
extracted to ensure adequate DNA template for the reactions. 
 
Table 16: Chi-square calculation to identify conservation of expected 1:1 segregation 
ratio of 207 recombinant inbred lines for genotypic class  
 TAM 428 allele SC 283 allele 
Observed 91 116 
Expected 103.5 103.5 
Observed-Expected -12.5 12.5 
(Observed-Expected)2 156.25 156.25 
(Observed-Expected)2/Expected 1.51 1.51 
χ2calc=3.02 versus χ20.05=3.84 
 
 
Results were compiled in a master spreadsheet, ensuring consensus scoring on all lines. 





with a putatively aluminum tolerant allele and the other 91 had the same allele as present 
in the susceptible parent, TAM 428. Because the population was developed in a non-
aluminum-stress environment, one would expect 1:1 segregation for the two alleles in the 
population. As such, a Chi-square goodness-of-fit test was conducted to examine if there 
was any significant deviation from the expected ratios. The calculated Chi-square value 
for this set of data was 3.02, while the corresponding critical value at an alpha of 0.05 for 
one degree of freedom is 3.84. Because the calculated value was less than the critical 
value, it can be concluded that the exhibited numbers of lines in each genotypic class 
does not deviate significantly. This allowed for increased confidence when means were 
compared for the agronomic performance of the lines. A summary of the calculation is 
given in Table 16. 
 
With the lack of results from the rapid aluminum soil screening assay, there was not a 
phenotype or classification for each line with respect to its aluminum tolerance or 
susceptibility. As this was the primary focus of the research project, a final conclusion 
regarding the potential metabolic cost of aluminum tolerance in non-stress and stress 
environments is not possible. Obtaining information regarding yield performance under 
aluminum toxic soil conditions, through yield trials in affected soils would allow for a 
confirmation of the marker itself. Rather, the findings presented here hinge on the 
hypothesis presented by Magalhaes et al. (2007) indicating the MITE region as the 
causative polymorphism conferring tolerance in sorghum at the SbMATE locus. However, 
as shown in the analysis of the genotypic class trends, it does seem that there is a 





height, whereas yield and maturity are not affected. These results are discussed below 
and data provided in Tables 15, 16, and 17. While the implications for this conclusion 
cannot be directly correlated to aluminum tolerance, it is indicative of the need for further 
research. 
 
Analysis of Trends 
To examine if there were tradeoffs as a result of having a tolerant-like allele for SbMATE, 
the data collected from the field trials was examined as a function of the two genotypic 
classes present in the RI population. Using a t-test and the Satterthwaite Approximation 
for unequal variances and degrees of freedom, means of the trait values were compared 
between the two genotypic classes, given as either SC 283 (or as having the aluminum 
tolerance allele) and TAM 428 (or having the sensitive allele). In general, it was found 
that the means for yield and maturity did not differ significantly between the two 
genotypic classes, whereas for plant height, the lines in the TAM 428 genotypic class 







Table 17: Comparison of mean agronomic performance as a function of genotypic class 
in pooled data of both years and locations 








Sensitive 723 95.9 25.5 
0.782 
Tolerant 909 96.3 28.3 
Plant height 
(in cm) 
Sensitive 730 135.2 19.9 
<0.0001 
Tolerant 916 148.3 23.7 
Days to half-
bloom (days) 
Sensitive 729 70.8 7.4 
0.968 
Tolerant 916 70.9 7.2 
 
The first analysis looked at data pooled amongst all years and locations. Table 17 shows 
the output for the three traits examined across all trials. It demonstrates that for yield, we 
do not see a statistically significant difference in mean yield and in fact the standard 
deviations are quite similar. For those lines with a susceptible allele, we see a mean yield 
of 95.9 bushels per acre, while those lines in the tolerant genotypic class perform just as 
well with 96.2 bushels per acre. Accordingly in maturity ratings, calculated as days from 
planting to when half of the plants in the plot had flowered halfway down the panicle, we 
see nearly identical means, approximately 70.8 days.  
 
However, there is a difference in the two genotypic classes for height where the lines 
carrying the TAM 428 allele are consistently shorter than those with the SC 283 allele. It 






When data were examined as a function of their genotypic classes within years, the same 
trends were consistently observed, where yield and maturity showed no difference 
between genotypic classes, and a height difference existed. These data are given in Table 
18 and 19 below for 2012 and 2013 data pooled across both locations (ACRE, PPAC). 
Table 18: Comparison of mean agronomic performance as a function of genotypic class 
in 2012 data at both locations (ACRE, PPAC) 
 
  






Sensitive 356 97.0 30.5 
0.697 
Tolerant 453 97.9 32.8 
Plant height (in 
cm) 
Sensitive 362 134.7 21.9 
<0.0001 
Tolerant 456 148.8 25.5 
Days to half-
bloom (days) 
Sensitive 361 65.8 5.6 
0.401 
Tolerant 456 65.5 4.7 
Leaf Rolling 
(scale 1-5) 
Sensitive 362 2.2 1.0 
0.002 





Table 19: Comparison of mean agronomic performance as a function of genotypic class 
in 2013 data at both locations (ACRE, PPAC) 






Sensitive 367 94.8 19.3 
0.916 
Tolerant 456 94.7 22.8 
Plant height (in 
cm) 
Sensitive 368 135.6 17.7 
<0.0001 
Tolerant 460 147.8 21.7 
Days to half-bloom 
(days) 
Sensitive 368 75.8 5.4 
0.286 
Tolerant 460 76.2 4.9 
 
The initial combined analysis for yield indicated no significant difference for yield 
amongst the RILs as a function of genotypic class, and this was confirmed when 
examining the years individually.  
 
In 2013, at the ACRE location, readings on the relative chlorophyll content of the lines 
were made for five random plants in each plot, giving a mean reading for the lines used in 
the study. The CCM-200 plus meter used measures chlorophyll as an index of the 
transmittance at 931 nm over 653, the wavelength associated with chlorophyll. While 
data is limited to only one replication of study on the means, a p-value of 0.08 indicates 
that TAM 428-like alleles may have higher chlorophyll content. Further examination of 





Table 20: Comparison of means for chlorophyll content as a function of genotypic classes 




Standard deviation p-value 
TAM 428-like 92 37.3 7.4 
0.082 
SC 283-14-like 115 35.7 5.9 
 
To conclude, there was a consistent relationship between genotypic class and plant height, 
wherein those RILs with TAM 428-like alleles at the promoter region of SbMATE had, 
on average, a greater height at maturity when compared to those RILs showing an SC 
283-14-like allele. Such a relationship was not exhibited in the number of days to half-
bloom, a measure of maturity, where there was no difference seen as a function of the 
genotypic class. At this time, it is not known why a relationship between height and 
genotypic class should exist, and may be an artifact from the genetic background of the 
parents and unique to this population. Further examination into this relationship is 
advised, as there may be a linkage of SbMATE to a locus influencing height or perhaps a 
relationship to other agronomic traits. There may also be other agronomic characteristics 
to examine in-depth, including the potential differences exhibited in the chlorophyll 
readings at ACRE in 2013, which may indicate a relationship of SbMATE with nitrogen 







The focus of this research was to address the need for a balance between the crucial need 
for aluminum tolerance in some regions and potential agronomic tradeoffs, where 
literature was lacking. This work provides good evidence in the relationship between the 
locus of interest, SbMATE, and agronomic performance in a non-stress environment. In 
this study, yield and other characteristics were parsed out for performance against the 
genotypic class for the allele hypothesized to confer tolerance to aluminum toxicity at the 
SbMATE locus (Magalhaes et al., 2007). In two locations over two years, for a total of 
four environments, this consistently shows no difference in yield or maturity as a function 
of the allele carried. Instead, our data confirms other research indicating aluminum 
tolerance, as conferred by upregulation of the SbMATE locus through increased numbers 
of MITEs, to be a completely inducible response (Sivaguru et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
recent literature suggests that an inducible response would be most beneficial to the 
plants as organic acids are carbon rich, and thus metabolically expensive for a plant (Liu 
et al., 2012). With the significant and devastating yield losses in acid and aluminum toxic 
soils, the incorporation of genetics conferring tolerance through citrate exudation is often 
the best method for increasing food security. This work builds upon research supporting 





by demonstrating that yield is not impacted in non-stress environments when these 
tolerance loci are incorporated. 
 
This work would benefit from further confirmation of aluminum tolerance of the lines by 
screening of the population for aluminum tolerance and confirmation of the marker 
classifications. Attempts to utilize a previously described system for aluminum screening 
in the lab using acid soils were inconclusive. Instead, it has been suggested that 
upregulation of the SbMATE locus in tolerant lines is seen several days after exposure, as 
opposed to susceptible lines that are unable to resume cell division and subsequent root 
elongation after exposure (Sivaguru et al., 2013). Development of a new system, or 
updated methodology following the principles laid forth by Ahlrichs, Ejeta, and Hill 
(1987, 1989, 1991) are recommended in undertaking the aluminum tolerance evaluation 
of this population. 
 
Most importantly, the need for a field site exhibiting aluminum toxicity and acid soils is 
necessary for any breeding or genetics program seeking to enhance genetic aluminum 
tolerance in a crop (Carver and Ownby, 1995). Recent literature suggests that the genetic 
variation for aluminum tolerance may be more complex in sorghum than was once 
thought. It has been shown that tolerance transfer when introgressing tolerant forms of 
SbMATE into other lines is incomplete (Melo et al., 2012). As such, there is much to be 
gained from increased study into accessory loci, and possibly other QTLs to be mapped. 
The ability to pick up these differences in a short-term, lab-based screen for tolerance 





where phytotoxic aluminum is a significant limitation to crop productivity exist in 
regions where research abilities and breeding programs are limited, as in the developing 
world. These sites could be developed into precision plots where stress and ameliorated 
soils are localized in the same field for increased detection of response and tolerance. In 
future studies, it would be advisable to find a site in the United States where acid soils are 
present. Some of these regions exist in the southeastern United States and along the 
eastern seaboard. The issue in finding and implementing such a site relies on the fact that 
in the developed world, most agricultural producers will ameliorate acid soil conditions 
through the use of lime. However, once such a site is found, it could be put into restricted 
cultivation and all ameliorating cultural practices curbed to again lower the soil pH. Once 
at an appropriate level for testing, as determined by soil pH analysis and quantification of 
bioavailable aluminum species, a field site could be developed for split plot analysis of 
genetic materials with side-by-side analysis of the lines in stressed and non-stressed plots.  
 
Additionally, because chlorophyll content between the two genotypic classes was nearly 
different, it would seem that a study looking at nitrogen status and use efficiency, as well 
as chlorophyll content and photosynthetic rates may shed further light on the metabolism 
of the SbMATE locus. Aluminum toxicity is thought to decrease uptake of nitrogen in the 
form of ammonium, and further examination into this relationship would be warranted 
(Kochian et al., 2005). 
 
Furthermore, before a large scale field study is implemented, modification of the rapid 





aluminum tolerance in the lab or greenhouse. Recommendations to increase the 
feasibility of this protocol would be to identify new soil sources for screening, 
particularly those that exhibit acidic pH levels and subsequent aluminum toxicity. It is 
possible that in this study, the Rarden soil used had degraded over time or had chemically 
altered in some way to no longer provide the adequate level of stress. The soil had been 
in storage for nearly 30 years since the initial publications on the assay had been 
developed.  
 
A second recommendation relies on finding adequate amounts of a Rarden-like soil, and 
utilizing it in a longer-term study of root length inhibition. Should a large enough amount 
of soil be found, it would be recommended that half be limed in the lab to bring it to a 
non-acidic level and use this as the control soil. Then, after testing of the soils, both 
acidic and non-acidic, for nutrient status and availability, the assay could be repeated. 
Allowing a 6-8 day incubation period could increase differentiation of the various lines 
and allow for a more clear discrimination of aluminum tolerance. Additionally, since the 
control and treatment soils are identical with the exception of pH, confounding effects of 
using a non-soil media, nutrient availability, and soil textures/characteristics could be 
minimized. Such changes may also bring out a range of variation in lines of a mapping 
population, such as this set of RILs, to allow for identification of minor genes and QTLs 
also associated with aluminum tolerance in sorghum. A detailed study on minor effect 
loci in sorghum has not yet been published in the literature for this trait, though it has 






If it is not possible to find adequate soils to modify the screen developed by Hill, 
Ahlrichs, and Ejeta (1987, 1989, 1991), work should be done to optimize another 
screening platform for sorghum. Current literature favors the use of gel-based assays 
which allow for three-dimensional, automated imaging of root systems and such 
platforms have been adapted for sorghum (Clark et al., 2011).  
 
As an aside to the use of the Rarden soil-based screen and use of alternative soil media, 
work was undertaken in the course of this thesis work to run preliminary screens of the 
parental genotypes in a petri-dish, gel-based assay. The work was adapted from 
techniques used in other projects in the lab to screen sorghum for resistance to striga, a 
parasitic weed. Aluminum sulfate dodecahydrate was dissolved into a stock solution to 
achieve an active concentration of trivalent aluminum of ~40μM in agarose supplemented 
with a standardized nutrient solution. Surface-sterilized seed (treated with 0.05 % sodium 
hypochlorite, rinsed, then germinated overnight in a Captan solution), was transplanted 
onto plates infused with both the aluminum and control solution pH adjusted to 4.0. After 
several days of growth, root elongation was examined for all lines in four replications. 
Unfortunately, this system was unable to detect any significant differences, so further 
work into development of the assay was halted until further trouble-shooting could be 
undertaken. Though such gel-based and non-soil systems may introduce experimental 
artifacts, they provide a simple and quantitative approach to examining potential 






Once a reliable and repeatable phenotyping platform for aluminum tolerance can be 
identified or optimized for this population, and if such work indeed reveals that our 
putative genotyping of the MITEs for SbMATE as the causative genetic factor for 
aluminum tolerance, the tentative conclusions made relating agronomic performance to 
aluminum tolerance genetics can be confirmed. However, it would also be recommended 
that these data be re-examined in a split-plot field analysis. Based on the preliminary 
results and differences observed in chlorophyll concentrations among the RILs, it would 
also be advisable to examine relationships between aluminum tolerance and nitrogen 
assimilation. 
 
In examining the genetics behind aluminum tolerance and potential relationships with 
agronomic traits, it is advised that future work look at the entire sorghum genome. For 
this, detailed genetic analysis of the mapping population in this study may reveal genetic 
architecture contributing to a number of related traits and would allow for further QTL 
mapping as well as implementation into association mapping studies. With the decreasing 
cost of SNP chips, GBS, and other sequencing platforms, the amount of knowledge that 
can be gleaned from a population has increased several-fold.  
 
Overall and to conclude, this research worked to examine a gap in the literature and look 
at the metabolic costs and agronomic variation between lines segregating for aluminum 
tolerance and provided information and updated testing using a previously described and 
published aluminum tolerance screening system. The work found that in relationship to 





tolerance alleles at the SbMATE locus did not influence the performance of lines in a 
recombinant inbred population. Instead, it confirms other work that indicates aluminum 
tolerance to be an inducible response, whereby increased levels of transport protein are 
produced and citrate exuded as a direct response to trivalent aluminum in the root 
rhizosphere. With this in mind, breeders may consider including genetics conferring 
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Appendix A Soil Test Summary 






























































































1.6 1 71 81 95 4.8 6.9 2.5 7.2 26.7 18.8 47.4 






Appendix B Summary Weather Data for Years and Locations of Field Studies 
  2012 2013 




Precipitation (inches) 2.44 3.48 3.51 3.75 
Mean Temperature (˚F) 65.1 67.9 60.3 65.2 




Precipitation (inches) 3.49 1.66 9.51 4.88 
Mean Temperature (˚F) 70.0 72.1 67.3 71.2 




Precipitation (inches) 6.11 1.06 2.46 2.76 
Mean Temperature (˚F) 78.0 79.8 68.9 71.8 





Precipitation (inches) 3.49 7.79 4.40 1.90 
Mean Temperature (˚F) 68.4 71.3 67.5 70.5 






r Precipitation (inches) 1.79 4.08 3.08 3.56 
Mean Temperature (˚F) 60.6 63.1 63.7 66.2 







Appendix C SAS Software (version 9.2) Code 
TITLE1 'Data Input’; 
 
DATA ALL; 
  INFILE 'DATA.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2 MISSOVER; 
  LENGTH RIL $ 10 Type $ 8; 
  INPUT RIL $ TYPE PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
  IF RIL='' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
DATA ALL; 
 INFILE 'DATA.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2 MISSOVER; 
 LENGTH RIL $ 10 TYPE $ 8; 
 INPUT RIL $ TYPE $ PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
 IF RIL=' ' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=ALL NOPRINT; 
 WHERE TYPE='RIL'; 
 VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD MATURITY BARREN; 
 OUTPUT OUT=ALLMEANS N= MEAN= STD= MIN= MAX= / AUTONAME; 
RUN; 
 
PROC PRINT DATA=ALLMEANS; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'MEANS--BY YEAR'; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=ALL NOPRINT; 
 WHERE TYPE='RIL'; 
 BY YEAR; 
 VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD MATURITY BARREN; 
 OUTPUT OUT=YEARMEANS N= MEAN= STD= MIN= MAX= / AUTONAME; 
RUN; 
 
PROC PRINT DATA=YEARMEANS; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'MEANS--BY LOC1'; 
 
PROC MEANS DATA=ALL NOPRINT; 
 WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND LOC='1'; 
 BY LOC; 
 VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD MATURITY BARREN; 
 OUTPUT OUT=LOCMEANS1 N= MEAN= STD= MIN= MAX= / AUTONAME; 
RUN; 
 
PROC PRINT DATA=LOCMEANS1; 
RUN; 
 






PROC MEANS DATA=ALL NOPRINT; 
WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND LOC='2'; 
BY LOC; 
VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD MATURITY BARREN; 
OUTPUT OUT=LOCMEANS2 N= MEAN= STD= MIN= MAX= / AUTONAME; 
RUN; 
 





PROC MEANS DATA=ALL NOPRINT; 
WHERE TYPE='RIL'; 
BY YEAR LOC; 
VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD MATURITY BARREN; 
OUTPUT OUT=YEARLOCMEANS N= MEAN= STD= MIN= MAX= / AUTONAME; 
RUN; 
 
PROC PRINT DATA=YEARLOCMEANS; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'TTEST MEANS--ALL'; 
 
Data RILs; SET ALL; 
  IF TYPE='Parent' THEN DELETE; 
  IF type='Check' THEN DELETE; 
 
PROC TTEST DATA=RILs; 
  CLASS GENOTYPE; 
  VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN MATURITY; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'TTEST MEANS--2012'; 
 
DATA YEAR2012; 
  INFILE '2012 YT.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2 MISSOVER; 
  LENGTH RIL $ 10 TYPE $ 8; 
  INPUT RIL $ TYPE PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
  IF RIL='' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Parent' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Check' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
 
/*PROC PRINT DATA=YEAR2012; 
RUN; */ 
 
PROC TTEST DATA=YEAR2012; 
  CLASS GENOTYPE; 








TITLE1 'TTEST MEANS--2013'; 
 
DATA YEAR2013; 
  INFILE '2013 YT.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2 MISSOVER; 
  LENGTH RIL $ 10 TYPE $ 8; 
  INPUT RIL $ TYPE PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
  IF RIL='' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Parent' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Check' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
 
/*PROC PRINT DATA=YEAR2013; 
RUN; */ 
 
PROC TTEST DATA=YEAR2013; 
  CLASS GENOTYPE; 
  VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL MATURITY; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'TTEST MEANS--ACRE'; 
 
DATA ACRE; 
  INFILE 'Loc ACRE.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2 MISSOVER; 
  LENGTH RIL $ 10 TYPE $ 8; 
  INPUT RIL $ TYPE PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
  IF RIL='' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Parent' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Check' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
 
/*PROC PRINT DATA=ACRE; 
RUN; */ 
 
PROC TTEST DATA=ACRE; 
  CLASS GENOTYPE; 
  VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN MATURITY; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'TTEST MEANS--PINNEY'; 
 
DATA PINNEY; 
  INFILE 'Loc PINNEY.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2 MISSOVER; 
  LENGTH RIL $ 10 TYPE $ 8; 
  INPUT RIL $ TYPE PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
  IF RIL='' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Parent' THEN DELETE; 
  IF TYPE='Check' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
 







PROC TTEST DATA=PINNEY; 
  Class GENOTYPE; 
  VAR YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL MATURITY; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'FULL ANOVA; 
 
DATA ALL; 
  INFILE 'DATA.csv' DSD FIRSTOBS=2MISSOVER; 
  LENGTH RIL $ 10 Type $ 8; 
  INPUT RIL $ TYPE PLOT YEAR $ LOC $ REP $ RANGE ROW PLOTYIELD 
YIELDBUAC HEIGHT LEAFROLL SPAD BARREN GENOTYPE MATURITY; 
  IF RIL='' THEN DELETE; 
RUN; 
 
PROC GLM DATA=ALL; 
  WHERE TYPE='RIL'; 
  CLASS YEAR LOC REP RIL; 
  model YIELDBUAC HEIGHT MATURITY = YEAR LOC REP(YEAR LOC) RIL YEAR*LOC 
YEAR*REP LOC*REP YEAR*RIL LOC*RIL YEAR*LOC*RIL / SS3; 




TITLE1 '2012 DATA-ANOVA'; 
 
PROC GLM DATA=ALL; 
  WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND YEAR='2012'; 
  CLASS LOC REP RIL; 
  MODEL YIELDBUAC HEIGHT MATURITY LEAFROLL = LOC REP(LOC) RIL  LOC*REP 
LOC*RIL  / SS3; 




TITLE1 '2013 DATA-ANOVA'; 
 
PROC GLM DATA=ALL; 
  WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND YEAR='2013'; 
  CLASS LOC REP RIL; 
  MODEL YIELDBUAC HEIGHT MATURITY LEAFROLL = LOC REP(LOC) RIL  LOC*REP 
LOC*RIL  / SS3; 




TITLE1 'ACRE DATA-ANOVA'; 
 
PROC GLM DATA=ALL; 
  WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND LOC='1'; 
  CLASS YEAR REP RIL; 
  MODEL YIELDBUAC HEIGHT MATURITY = YEAR REP(YEAR) RIL  YEAR*REP  
YEAR*RIL  / SS3; 








TITLE1 'PINNEY DATA-ANOVA'; 
 
PROC GLM DATA=ALL; 
  WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND LOC='2'; 
  CLASS YEAR REP RIL; 
  MODEL YIELDBUAC HEIGHT MATURITY = YEAR REP(YEAR) RIL  YEAR*REP  
YEAR*RIL  / SS3; 




TITLE1 '2012 ACRE-ANOVA'; 
 
PROC GLM DATA=ALL; 
  WHERE TYPE='RIL' AND LOC='1' AND YEAR='2012’; 
  CLASS REP RIL; 
  MODEL BARREN = REP RIL REP*RIL  / SS3; 
  random Rep RIL; 
RUN; 
QUIT; 
 
